Abstract-The effects of a large coronal mass ejection (CME) on a solar coronal streamer located roughly 90
INTRODUCTION
Coronal streamers are influenced by coronal mass ejections (CMEs) propagating through the solar corona, even at large distances from the streamers. The streamers are deflected from their initial positions and undergo bending for some time [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . A bend that appears on the initially straight streamer axis moves along this axis away from the Sun, similar to a wave running along a stretched cord (a kink wave). Many researchers have interpreted this phenomenon as the propagation of shocks generated by rapid super-Alfvenic CME [2] [3] [4] [6] [7] [8] . A gradual decrease in the speed of the bend should be characteristic of such shocks, since the shocks should lose their energy and decelerate as they propagate in the corona [2] .
Others [9, 10] have explained this streamer bending as the effect of wave excitations occurring inside the streamers due to external impacts. This effect has been called a "streamer wave," and is thought to represent a fast mode of a kink wave excited in the streamer plasma by the deflection of the layer from its equilibrium position due to the passing CME. Several examples that may demonstrate streamer waves * E-mail: bfilip@izmiran.ru in SOHO LASCO coronograph observations carried out during the 23rd solar cycle have been pointed out [11] . All these examples are associated with rapid and wide CMEs, with velocities no less than 1000 km/s. Difference images of the corona showed several wave periods in the streamer geometry after the passing of the CME.
Our present study analyzes the effects exerted by a rapid CME on a distant coronal streamer located about 90 • from the main direction of propagation of the CME, which was observed by the SOHO/LASCO coronograph on January 2, 2012. Our goal was to search for evidence that this was related to either a shock or a streamer wave. The observations are compared to a model for a moving magnetic flux rope associated with the CME.
EVENT OBSERVED ON JANUARY 2, 2012
A rapid, wide CME appeared in the field of view of the LASCO C2 coronagraph at 15 h 12 m UT on January 2, 2012 (see Fig. 1 ). The apex of the frontal CME structure moved to the southwest with a velocity of about 1100 km/s (the position angle P was about 240 • ). The SOHO/LASCO catalog (http:// cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME\_list/) describes this as a halo ejection with weak deceleration of ∼8 m/s 2 . Although the angular width of the CME is given as 360 • , the brightest portion of the CME is in the western and southwestern sectors (see Figs. 1 and 2 ). In the LASCO C2 field of view (2.5R−6R; here and below, R is the solar radius), the leading edge of the CME moves to the WSW and accelerates from 840 to 1100 km/s, with an acceleration of about 180 m/s 2 .
The streamer affected by the CME was located near the north pole (P = 342 • ). In the LASCO C2 field of view (see Fig. 1 ), the streamer axis bends smoothly after 15 h 36 m UT, with its convex arc directed outward from the ejection. The bend moves along the streamer and leaves the LASCO C2 field of view at 17 h 24 m UT. In the LASCO C3 field of view (4R−30R), the event resembles a new streamer growing from below synchronous with the CME motion, with the new streamer's position angle being closer to the north pole and its length being appreciably shorter than the radial southwest distance of the CME apex from the Sun (see Fig. 2 ). The "old" streamer disappears at radial distances where the "new" streamer appears, and the latter remains unchanged at greater distances. There is also a section
